In this paper, we present an approach for minimizing human effort in manual speaker annotation. Label propagation is used at each iteration of an active learning cycle. More precisely, a selection strategy for choosing the most suitable speech track to be labeled is proposed. Four different selection strategies are evaluated and all the tracks in a corresponding cluster are gathered using agglomerative clustering in order to propagate human annotations. To further reduce the manual labor required, an optical character recognition system is used to bootstrap annotations. At each step of the cycle, annotations are used to build speaker models. The quality of the generated speaker models is evaluated at each step using an i-vector based speaker identification system. The presented approach shows promising results on the REPERE corpus with a minimum amount of human effort for annotation.
INTRODUCTION
Thanks to the widespread availability of TV and the Internet, an immense quantity of videos are now available and can be used as a source for extracting a variety of useful information. However, due to complex nature of such data, annotation and indexing of these data can be costly and requires intensive human labor, which makes it impossible to be done at very large scale. To speed-up the process, several active learning methods are being developed to determine the most suitable instances/tracks for annotation, and by doing so, reducing the need for manual annotation [1] .
Effective methods for finding most informative samples for labeling have been an active field of research. An unsupervised algorithm for active learning is presented in [2] addressing some of the drawbacks of supervised active learning. An example of those is inability of selecting samples from new categories, which can be problematic in person identification tasks on broadcast data due to high number of distinctive classes with small number of instances [3] . A semantic approach of annotation propagation is proposed in [4] , and a person name propagation algorithm is proposed in [5] for video data. It is observed that the final score for person identification can be higher than with a SVM trained on the same initial labeled data. The information of the cluster structure is used alongside the selection of the most representative samples in [6] to avoid sampling the same cluster.
In this paper, as an extension of the previous work done by the authors in [7] , the effectiveness of our active learning and annotation propagation methods is evaluated for a true speaker identification task. The method provides a cheap solution for creating reference speaker models from raw video input. For this, we make use of a classifier's output on clustered speech data to determine the most informative samples for annotation [8] . This annotation is then propagated throughout its corresponding clusters. Reclustering is done afterwards and then a new sample is selected for annotation. To bootstrap the labeling process, Optical Character Recognition (OCR) can be used on overlaid text of broadcast data (e.g. when a person is shown on screen and his/her name is shown at the bottom of the screen).
Our goal here is to investigate how much annotation is needed to produce an accurate speaker model. Additionally, the comparison is made between models that were trained in an unsupervised manner (with the only source of labels being the overlaid names present in the video) and those that gradually use more human annotation, i.e. they become more and more supervised. The quality of the generated speaker models is evaluated through speaker identification tests on a separate set of unseen data.
A previously developed unsupervised system for label propagation [9] was used and it is shortly described here. In our work the active learning module is added on top of that unsupervised system. The results indicate the advantages of using both overlaid names for the cold start and propagation of annotation within clusters. Also, to obtain a model with good enough performance, it is shown that one does not necessarily have to label all the data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the overall design and proposes in-detail description of the used systems. The experimental setup and results are presented in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
An overview of the system used in this study is shown in Figure 1 . After the extraction of speaker tracks (which are equivalent to segments and in this work both names are used interchangeably), the distances between tracks are calculated and agglomerative clustering is done. In the case of usage of OCR labels for cold start, OCR is applied on the videos and overlaid names are extracted. Then, the clusters are labeled with initial labels obtained accordingly. Next, the active learning (AL) cycle (pictured in Figure 1 ) is introduced by choosing a sample for labeling using different selection strategies (random, chronological, longest, and biggest cluster probability). Once the new label is obtained, we recalculate the clusters and propagate the annotation to the instances in the same cluster. During this step, some clusters may be combined and new clusters may be created. The new and modified cluster structure is then used as a starting point for the next cycle of active learning. Details about each component of this process are given in the next sub-sections.
Speaker Diarization and Speech Track Distance Calculation
After splitting the signal into acoustically homogeneous segments with the use of the conventional BIC-criterion [10] , a similarity score matrix is calculated between each pair of speech tracks. Single full-covariance Gaussians are used and distances are normalized to have a maximum of 1. This is an automated process, which may lead to some of the speaker tracks containing a degree of background noise, music or silence.
Overlaid name extraction
In order to be able to automatically extract the overwritten names from video, an OCR system following the design proposed in [11] is used. Usually guests and speakers are introduced on a television show in their first appearance with an overlaid text containing their name. Using OCR, the texts visible on the screen are extracted, however, it is important to note that not all of the visible texts contain the name of the speaker.
This module is composed of a text detection step and a text recognition step. For text detection, the approach in [12] is adopted where coarse detection is obtained using Sobel filter and dilatation/erosion. To filter out the false positive text boxes, several temporally shifted images are extracted for the same text. This allows the system to overcome the shortcoming of binarization.
When text boxes are extracted, the publicly available Tesseract 1 OCR system developed by Google is applied for text recognition.
Selection Strategies and Re-clustering
During a single AL cycle, one track is selected for each show of the train collection. Four different selection strategies are applied in this study.
Random
This strategy chooses a random track to be annotated for every show; this method is used as a baseline.
Chronological
This strategy chooses the track to be annotated chronologically for a given show.
Longest
For this strategy, the longest track is chosen for manual annotation. The tracks that are already annotated (or that benefit from label propagation) are left out.
Biggest Cluster Probability
In this strategy, a track from a cluster with a low annotation ratio is chosen for annotation. For this, the score S c is calculated for each cluster as S c = at nt , where a t is the number of annotated tracks in the cluster and n t is the total number of tracks in the cluster. This score is used to bias a random variable for which tracks in clusters with low annotation ratio have higher probability to be selected.
Speaker Identification Systems
An automatic speaker identification system based on frontend factor analysis [13] , also known as Total Variability Space (TVS), is chosen for this study.
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) are typically used as a generative model for representing the acoustic feature space in speaker recognition systems. A Universal Background Model (UBM) is first trained on speech data from multiple speakers, and then speaker-specific models are obtained using Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) adaptation.
Speaker models can be represented as high-dimensional supervectors of means of Gaussian distributions. Using probabilistic factor analysis on these supervectors, speaker models can be represented as a low-dimensional identity vector (ivector). In this approach, the mean supervector of a speaker s is modelled with M s = M 0 +T w s , where M 0 is the mean supervector of the UBM, w s is the i-vector of speaker s, and T is the low-rank rectangular matrix representing the variability space of the i-vectors. In case of having multiple tracks for speaker modeling, i-vectors extracted from each speech track are averaged and the average i-vector is used as the speaker model. The averaging can be done in a weighted manner according to the logarithm of the duration of the tracks. Duration of the tracks in seconds is incremented by one prior to taking logarithm to avoid negative weights. Length normalization is done prior to generation of speaker models [14] .
Identification is done by extraction of the i-vector of a target track and calculation of the cosine similarity score of the extracted i-vector with all the speaker models (each represented with an i-vector). The speaker corresponding to the model with the highest score is chosen as the identified speaker.
For feature extraction, Energy and Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) of 13 dimensions are extracted every 10 ms with a window length of 20 ms. These features along with their delta and delta-delta coefficients are concatenated. Feature warping [15] is done on these features and static energy feature is discarded resulting in a 41 dimensional feature vector per frame. Sound activity detection is done using bi-gaussian distribution on frame log-energies. The segmentation is done in a similar manner as described for speaker diarization. Segments with less than 150 ms of voice activity are ignored.
A UBM consisting of 1024 gaussians is trained on the training data for the GMM-UBM system. A UBM of the same size is used for training the T matrix. Total variability space is then learned using Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm on the segmented training data. The dimension of the output i-vectors is set to 400 and weighted averaging is done for generation of speaker model i-vectors. A modified version of MSR Identity Toolbox [16] is used for the experiments.
EXPERIMENTS

Database and Protocols
The REPERE corpus [17] was used for evaluation of the annotation propagation methods. This corpus consists of seven types of shows from the French TV channels BFM-TV and LCP, and is aimed for development of person identification methods on broadcast data. The train set consists of 58 videos and has a total duration of˜28 hours. The development set and test set, with a total annotated duration of˜8 hours and 13 hours, containing 57 and 90 videos respectively, are both used for evaluation. Only parts of the videos corresponding to specific shows are annotated. Length of these series differ, ranging from 3 minutes to half an hour, and therefore, the number of annotations per video vary widely from twenty to several hundreds.
Experimental Setup
In this study, simulated active learning is done on the training set, where all the manual annotations are available initially, but considered as unknown to the system. The labels are revealed to the system as the selection algorithm selects them for annotation. The simulation is done for the duration of 20 AL cycles and on each cycle only one annotation per show is selected. For each selection strategy, there are 10 replicas and randomly 20% of the data is completely left-out for each replica. Four different selection strategies are evaluated.
For every repetition of each AL cycle using each selection strategy, speaker models are created based on the output annotations of the active learning system (on the training data). The speaker identification performance is evaluated on the development and test sets separately using the standard F-measure. However, due to the fact that all the data is not annotated, the performance is only evaluated on the annotated tracks. Number of annotated tracks used in this study are 3490 and 4779 for development and test respectively.
Tests are done in an open-set manner, and results with correct labels corresponding to the maximum possible F-measure as well as results with a fully supervised system are reported for comparison. Tests with and without OCR cold start are also reported. Figure 2 and 3 give the F-measure results with the standard deviation starting with no available annotation. With a good enough selection strategy one can get close to the fully supervised performance in just a few steps. Overall, the best approach is to select the longest track first, which is not surprising given that a long uninterrupted speech segment from a single speaker would lead, in most cases, to a good speaker model.
Results and discussion
The results with the overlaid names as a cold start can be seen in Figure 4 and 5 for the development and test set, respectively. This approach gives an initial boost in performance, which can be further increased with just a few additional annotations. Regardless of the use of the OCR, both approaches are able to arrive at the same level of performance (especially in the case of the longest strategy), even though the use of OCR makes it faster for every selection approach. This would indicate that the approach presented here could be successfully employed on different datasets where the OCR may not always be available. The weak performance of the biggest cluster strategy can partially be attributed to the noisiness of the initial clusterings.
After around 6 steps (when using OCR) the performance increases only slightly. Without OCR it takes around 9 steps for the best strategy to get to a comparable level. It seems, therefore, that the use of such an active learning system can greatly reduce the number of annotation needed to produce competitive speaker models. Manual annotation is often expensive and time consuming. This approach can help to reduce this burden, especially when the final goal is to have reliable speaker models.
CONCLUSION
In this paper the evaluation of an active learning system is presented. The main goal was to train speaker models using i-vectors and trying to determine if a similar performance can be achieved without fully annotating the dataset. The presented experiments indicate that when using a good selection strategy a comparable performance can be obtained with just a fraction of the labels.
Additionally, the use of automatic labels, extracted using an OCR system, is evaluated. As seen in the experiments, OCR names can further reduce the need for manual annotation.
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